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Abstract- This paper presents innovative approach
towards design, development and implementation of
android application which performs the noise
reduction operation compatible to android mobile
devices or tablets. Noise reduction is not much been
done in android as it requires the help of a lot of
native libraries like OpenCV, ImageJ etc.Android
application development is comparatively new in the
existing field for developers. The processing of these
images for noise reduction is done in a systematic
approach described in this paper.

Causes of Noise
Noise is added to an image usually at the time of the
image capturing process. There are different causes
for the adding of noise in the image. The amount of
pixel corrupted in an image represents the amount of
noise included in an image.
There are a few major factors responsible for noise in
a digital image:

 The environmental situation affects the camera
sensors resulting in adding Thermal Noise in the
image.

Introduction
Digital "noise" is a common problem in digital
cameras today. Noise in a digital camera is that often
annoying grainy look that makes your photos seem
like they were shot in a dust storm or printed on an
old dot matrix printer. Getting unwanted noise in
your images is something that most of us have
struggled with. Digital noise usually represents itself
as speckled pixels of colour in your images or as a
grainy effect, and is generally considered
undesirable.
If you have a digital camera, whether you have an
advanced top of the line DSLR or a simple point and
shoot, you will at some point get images with small
dots all over the image. Those small dots might not
be very noticeable when you look at the image on the
back of the camera, but when you zoom in and view
the image on your PC, or the a print out of the image
then, they all of a sudden become quite visible.
Image noise is random (not present in the object
imaged) variation of brightness or colour information
in images, and is usually an aspect of electronic
noise. In digital photographs, “noise” is the
commonly-used term to describe visual distortion.
While most people turn to post-production software
such as Photoshop to reduce the negative effects of
noise, there are also a lot of things you can do before
that point to help solve the problem.

 Low light around the camera at the time of image
capturing.

 Change in the temperature around the camera
sensors causes the addition of noise in the image.

 Dust particles around the camera lenses in the
environment causes noisy image.
So we divided our process of noise reduction into two
parts

1. Pre-Processing operation.
2. Post-Processing operation.
Pre-Processing Operation
As the unwanted effects in the captured image is the
noise in the image.
The noise is the undesirable effects produced in the
image during image acquisition of the image. At the
time of the image capturing process if there are not
adequate conditions available there are chances of the
noise being elevated in the image.
So if the image is not taken with the perfect setting of
the camera this may make things worse for the
image.
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Thus providing with the perfect setting according to
the environment is a very essential process even
before the image is acquired.
The following changes in the camera setting has to be
made for good image acquisition
1. Spread the focus area all across the
document.
2. Set the shutter speed of the camera to the
minimum.
3. Set the focus of the camera all still capture
of images without being effected of motion
blur.
4. Set the camera to its maximum exposure.
5. Set the ISO of the camera to the maximum.
6. Make sure that the environment has enough
light spread continuously across the
document.
7. The flash must be set off as it flashes light
only to a particular part of the document,
which makes the other parts of the document
dim.
So we provide a custom camera with the above
setting already done in it, as expecting the user to
do the above setting to the camera is not
expected n more over all the mobile phone
cameras come with a lot of setting in it.
The above setting of the camera is possible with
the help of the API provided by the android
called the Camera API. This Camera API allows
us to pass the appropriate camera parameters
while the camera is being opened.

Post-Processing Operation
The Image acquired at the pre-processing operation
now has to be operated so as to reduce the noise in
the image.

I.Separating the image into 4x4 parts.
II.Calculating the greyscale frequency.
III.Calculate the Moving Average

the
greyscale frequency.
IV.Calculate the Rate of Change of the
Moving Average Frequency.
V.Calculate the 2nd Derivative of the Moving
Average of the Frequency
VI.Calculate the Crossover of the Two
Derivatives.
VII.Clean Up the Image
VIII.Overlaying all the 4x4 Images as One
Image
I Separating the image into 4x4 parts.
The image is divided into a matrix of 4x4 parts, as
the noise is not equally spread across the whole
image so each part of the image has different levels
of noise in it.So for linear affect of the noise
reduction of the whole image this operation is applied
to 4x4 parts of the image instead of one single image.
II Calculating the greyscale frequency.
Now each 4x4 part of the image is considered as one
single image. The Gary value intensity of every pixel
of the image is stored and its frequency is calculated.

Fig. 2- Greyscale frequency graph(Histogram of
Image)
III Calculate the Moving Average the greyscale
frequency.

Fig. 1- Original captured image

The calculated frequency is the applied with a
moving average algorithm.
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Sfi = (f(i-4)+f(i-3)+f(i-2)+f(i-1)+f(i)+f(i+1)+f(i+2)+f(i+3)+f(i+4))/9
Where
Sfi is the Smooth Frequency of the ith gray value.
i is the gray values ranging from 0-255.
f is the frequency of the gray value.
This is done so the frequency is represented in a
smooth way, so as the noise parts is easily
distinguished in the image histogram.

Fig. 4- 1st Derivative of Moving Average
V Calculate the 2nd Derivative of the Moving
Average of the Frequency
This is the rate of change of the rate of change of the
Moving Average.
DyDiff2(i) = DyDiff1(i)-DyDiff1(i-1)
Where
DyDiff2 is the rate of change of the rate of change of
the Moving Average Frequency ie the 2nd Derivative
of it.
DyDiff1 is the rate of change of the Moving Average
Frequency ie the 1st Derivative of it.
i is the gray values ranging from 0-255.

Fig. 3- Moving Average

IV Calculate the Rate of Change of the Moving
Average Frequency.
Rate of change of the Smoothened frequency is
calculated.
DyDiff1(i) = f(i)-Sf(i)
Where
DyDiff1 is the rate of change of the Moving Average
Frequency ie the 1st Derivative of it.
Sfi is the Smooth Frequency of the ith gray value.
i is the gray values ranging from 0-255.

Fig. 4- 2nd Derivative of Moving Average

This calculated so as the change in the Moving
Average Frequency is clearly represented

VI Calculate the Crossover of the Two Derivatives
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The crossover point is the point where there is drastic
change in the movements of the frequency and can be
recognised as noise in the image. So the crossover
point of the two derivatives ie DyDiff2 and DyDiff1
is found out by the following way:
if(((((DyDiff2 (i))>0) AND
(DyDiff2(i+1))>0) AND
(DyDiff2(i+2))>0) AND
(DyDiff1(i)* DyDiff1(i+2))<0.0)
Where
DyDiff2 is the rate of change of the rate of change of
the Moving Average Frequency ie the 2nd Derivative
of it.
DyDiff1 is the rate of change of the Moving Average
Frequency ie the 1st Derivative of it.
i is the grey values ranging from 0-255.
Then the start point of the noisy section of the image
has been found.
VII Clean Up the Image
The cleanup of the image is an algorithm of making
the image sharper as the important and the good
pixels of the images are shifted to the 0 side of the
Greyscale and the noise is shifted to the 255 side of
the Greyscale, without losing any pixel.
if (pix[x][y] <= (float) (CrossoverPoint))
{
red =( ( (pixel >>16) & 0xff ) *.05);
green =( ( (pixel >>8 ) & 0xff ) *.05);
blue =( ( (pixel ) & 0xff ) *.05);
}
else
{
red =(Math.min(255,( ( pixel >> 16 ) & 0xff ) *2) );
green =(Math.min(255,( ( pixel >> 8 ) & 0xff ) *2) );
blue =(Math.min(255,( ( pixel
) & 0xff ) *2) );
}
Where
pix is the pixel value of the image at a specific point.
x is the point on the x axis of the image ranging from
0-image Width.
y is the point on the y axis of the image ranging from
0-image Height.
Crossover Point is the point at which the noise of the
image starts.
VIII Overlaying all the 4x4 Images as One Image
All the 4x4 images are then taken together and shown
as one single image.

Fig. 6- final processed image
CONCLUSION
Different image processing tasks can be done in
java as well as open cv, it will be new research
field to develop and test these applications on
mobile phones. Since more new hardware
platforms for the android operating system are
being released every month, it will also be
important to test the
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